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About This Game

The mind dissolves in the surrounding darkness like pain dissolves in wine. Remains of memories crumble and rapidly leak like
sand through fingers. And only one name stuck in the throat filled with fear. Magdalena... Minutes feel like days while waiting

for something to happen. So the shadows become longer when the day dies.

The light will direct your path

You play as George, who got through bloodcurdling events. The light will help you to find out these events.

Recall Everything

In order to gather a complete picture, you need to find all the fragments of memories and piece them together. What’s hidden
behind the room’s door you can’t open? Restore the chronology of events and find the last element of the picture — a key to the

room that’s been locked for years.

Explore the World Around

You can move and view every object in the house and outside it. Search for the clues that will lead you to the truth.

We were inspired by the Edgar Allan Poe stories while developing this game. We tried our best to create the same oppressive
atmosphere of desperation and horrifying plot.
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When we were creating the game, we wanted to fill it not just with graphic, but the plot as well. That's why the game has that
much of the text. In this case the game may be considered as visual novella, rather than adventure. But we have some gameplay

here. To make the player easier to understand how to play this game, we put that disclaimer here. At the end of every note
there's a short hint of where you should go to find the next note. It might be any item in any place. Discriminating reader will be
rewarded by complete and chronological story. But the game does not force you to play linear. You are free to explore the map

and to find the notes circumstantially. Enjoy.
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Title: Magdalena
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
MagdalenaTeam
Publisher:
MagdalenaTeam
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT 730, minimum 1280x720 resolution

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum system requirements guarantee a steady 30 frames per second in HD resolution

English,Russian
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UNFORGIVING. a place to enjoy your free time, with a friendly & helpful community.
who aint looking for games like that?. how to unlock?. I like the protagonista, she's cute somehow.
Works much better than the first one, no glitches with clicking ladders etc.
They got rid of the annoying Mr. Book.
Puzzles are much harder - yay!. Great strategy game. Variety of towers and enemies. It is addictive!. I have seen better games in
a colouring book, it's buggy as all hell, get it for the cards though.. The gameplay mechanics of loosing oxygen really makes this
RTS\/moba quite interesting.. If you want a relaxed time climbing up a what feels like endless tower with the aesthetic you see
from the screenshots\/preview, then feel go ahead and grab this game. It's only $3 and well worth it for that price. It tells such a
touching story, without any words. I don't want to go into too much depth as that would spoil it, but it's brilliant. And half of the
proceeds go to charity.. This is a best danmaku game on steam, and I got my new waifu from it.

Also, original ost>remix

Also, very hard. Despite having over 170 hours I still don't have all play orders(achievements) yet.....
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Locomotion uses trackpad head direction only, as opposed to trackpad hand movement direction like in every other VR game
for Vive. This makes it frustrating when you're trying to walk and look in another direction at the same time, and I do that a lot.
The graphics don't look great, but they don't look bad either. The scale of everything in the game can sometimes look a little off.
The audio is lacking. I hear my own footsteps louder than almost everything else in a disaster situation!? It's just jarring when
audio is clearly missing from things, objects fall onto the ground in silence, etc, etc. The frame rate also constantly dipped a
little bit. It's a minor dip, yet frequent enough to be annoying.

I stopped playing about 15 minutes in the game because the key card I needed to open a door disappeared after climbing into a
vent. The card didn't respawn back in it's default location. I'm going to refund this one unfortunately. It does have the potential
to be a decent experience if they fix these issues.

My specs:
GTX 970
I5-6600k
16GBs RAM. A must have if you are a fan of the 1979 horror classic Alien.. This is a fine VR Rhythm game. It keeps changing
games every few seconds, which can be a little frantic, but does keep it interesting. Of course some of the mini-games are better
than others. The drums are great, with different layouts all the time. Popping bubbles, not so much.
Much of the music is quite good!
Works great on Acer WMR. Swanky apartment is nice! So many interesting things... Fish are my favorite. You can zap them
with lasers! I wasn't good in helicopter, but will keep trying. Very much joy!. Really disapponited with this game to behonest. If
you havent played the eariler Rugby Mangers then go ahead its okay for a \u00a35 but anyone who brought it while it was
\u00a330+ im so sorry especially if you played the eariler rugby mangers as id go ahead and say its actually a step back from
them
As all they have really done is update the Database and even then there it isnt as big as it was on the eariler ones however they
did get licenses for teams and players
However they havent changed much else and have made it worse and less enjoyable than the older games and it has many falls
like rubbish statistics and a poor Academy system where you never get any young players through which stops you getting the
realistic feel youd like. Pretty Solid for a hidden object. Perfect for wasting time. I only played this specific DLC today, For
forty minutes, even recorded myself playing it for forty minutes. it was an absolute WASTE of six dollars. I thought the
youTube videos were shafting me but they were dead on. it was a waste to spend it, Now if they were planning on adding more
to the Aftermath DLC then great if not, they should have told us. so now Steam wants to shaft me by saying I spent more than
two hours on this DLC when I have recorded evidence showing I only spent 38:57 minutes on the DLC. so as I understand it:
That's well under two hours for this specific DLC. But they don't want to refund it. Cute Steam, REALLY Cute. And I am going
to copy this just in case this post should happen to pull a Houdini.. I played this game's immediate predecessor, Weird Worlds,
extensively, and made the "Odd Adventures" mod that racked up a little notoriety near the end of that game's shelf life with
Shrapnel Games. As a result, I'd dare say that I have more experience with the Infinite Space series than anyone who hasn't
actually worked on the games or made a large-scale modification of their own (Hi, sgqwonkian!)

I say that to say this: if you liked Weird Worlds, you will probably like "Sea of Stars", but the game's future will depend greatly
on how much Digital Eel has put into this game's engine. If the modding options really are "all that and the kitchen sink", SoS
should be able to have a good run... if not, it's little more than an incremental upgrade, with a few jarring changes from the
comfortable SAIS-derived interface that will disconcert both newbies and veterans.

The most obvious change is that the game is now 3D. Unfortunately SoS seems to get all the worst aspects of this change: the
ship models are not especially detailed, arguably being a downgrade from the 2D graphics in Weird Worlds. The combat is a
2.5D compromise, which retains a lot of the simplicity of the original game, but sacrifices perhaps the game's best chance of
distinguishing itself from its predecessors. The star map is fully 3D, and this is every bit as disorienting as you would expect. It's
pretty, but that's about all I can say for it; as the actual gameplay doesn't seem to differ in any way from what's provided by a 2D
starmap, it seems like a change made for the sake of change. Various fans have suggested making the starmap a 2.5D map, with
all the systems shown on a flat plane, and I can't say that I disagree with the idea; right now attempting to navigate the purple
void is downright painful, compared to the easy play that was present in the previous two games. That said, the planets and stars
look spectacular on a full screen, and the ability to freely rotate gives the player a lot of interesting views that they would have
missed in the previous games.

The combat system is very similar to the one in WW, and retains many of its flaws, while adding a couple more. I'll start by
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mentioning the biggest improvement: you can now set exact paths for your ships to follow. Previously, your ship would go in a
straight line to the coordinate you directed it at; now you can do something a little more elaborate, without having to keep your
mouse over the ship.

As a tradeoff, though, It is now painfully difficult to control fighters in combat; ships don't seem to stay selected the way they
used to. You have to drag in the direction you want the ship to go, and when you're in a fighter, that is simply not convenient...
they keep slipping out from under the mouse. The way the game is set up discourages giving fighters the precise orders that
made them so helpful in previous games in the series.

One interesting change is how the ships are deployed; in the previous game, you would pre-set a "formation" that your ships
would appear in at the start of the battle. Now, you can dynamically deploy your ships anywhere on the map at the start of the
battle, which gives you a few new tactical options that weren't available before. You also have the option of which ships to put
into the fray; if you don't want to risk your weaker vessels in a hard fight, or your fleet on a first contact mission, you don't have
to. Retreating is still cheap and easy, but your ships are now delayed for a second or two while they go into light speed, which
gives your enemies a little time to hurt you before you run.

All in all, though, the combat is not a big improvement on SAIS or WW. It retains the same problem of being largely pre-
determined after the initial ship deployment. I had mentioned in a post on the old WW mod forum that WW (and obviously, any
successors) might be better served by having a more arcadey combat engine, and this is still the case. There isn't much in the
way of tactics or ship maneuvering; most of fighting is just point your ship and shoot. For something that is such an important
part of the game, that's less than desirable. Nowadays FTL is the definitive combat experience in space Rogue-likes, and SoS
doesn't match up. The combat mechanics were decent back when SAIS first came out in the early 2000s, and tolerable in Weird
Worlds in 2007, but it's looking very dated in 2014.

There are a few enhancements to the general game. Hope's Haven Station now handles transactions in credits, which has
potential to make things very interesting for modders if the purchasing is handled as flexibly as it ought to be. The combat
simulator now allows you to customize your ships, and includes a "tech level" slider for opposing fleets. This alludes to the
possibility of having enemies that become more advanced and invent new ship classes during play, which is obviously exciting
for modders. You can buy new ships from Haven Station with your earnings, which makes losing ships less painful and allows
you to get better use of your profits from exploration.

There are also a few curious omissions in the current game. Firstly, there doesn't seem to be any option for customizing your
mission's length. Secondly, the flavor text that existed at the beginning and ending of WW is entirely missing. You no longer
return to Hope in glory to retire as the Fleet's new admiral, or get shaken down by thugs and left to rot as a funny-spore farmer;
instead, you just get a short blurb that notes you retired\/died in combat\/got eaten by a space whale\/whatever, and your score. I
suppose dedicated players will write their own narratives, but at a first glance this definitely seems to take away from the
immersion in the game. Finally, the combat simulator lacks the friend\/foe options that existed in previous versions of the game,
which makes it a little harder for someone who wants to create a multi-side grand battle. SoS is still in development, though, so
perhaps these problems will be resolved in later versions of the game.

The bottom line... do I recommend this? Like I said before, a lot of what SoS does is based on the previous games in the series.
If this was 2007, I could say that it was the best thing still going, but with new competition like FTL, other new Rogue-likes, and
a growing interest in procedural generation, I'm not sure that SoS (or WW, for that matter) is really at the head of the class in
any particular area.

That said, though, SoS has the potential to be everything that WW was, and then some. Considering that WW retailed for
something like $15-20, and this game's price seems to be capped at $10, that's something that you need to think about. The
Infinite Space games have always been at their best when modded, so if the interface's rough edges are smoothed out, and the
developers' promises of extensive modification options (presumably greater than WW's) hold true, SoS should turn out to be
well worth the expenditure. I'm giving it a qualified recommendation. Here's hoping that Digital Eel can close the deal and make
SoS into an unqualified success.. Utter♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ glad it was free with another purchase.. Some people don't like dis gem ,
but the uninstall button works just fine + I love it how my game crashes when I start a mission
GJ game developers , now you know what you shouldn't be doing
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